We propose the implementation of a wireless sensor network applied to automation control applications, when the guarantee of a delay delivery for the complete reception of messages is necessary. The 802.15.4 wireless standard network offers possibilities of management of the bandwidth. This paper presents the method to guarantee the deadline transmission of periodic messages. For external messages (crossing the network from clusters to its destination), this average latency is used as a parameter of the routing protocol decision balance between energy saving and delay transmission. In this last case, a QoS method all over the network has to be installed to maintain a bounded end to end delay transmission. This work is still in progress. A specific Matlab simulator has been developed, principles of this routing method are mentioned at the end of this paper.
Introduction
Within the automation process control applications framework [1] [2] [3] [4], we mention the flexibility need rather than the true mobility. Wireless communication brings a fitting flexibility of manufacturing units and a connection facility. Thus, the sensors nodes 1 (sensors/actuators) [5] are attached in a permanent way to the same cell, actually clusters in the Zigbee concept [6] ( Fig. 1) .
The network organization is based on the cluster-tree structure protocol from the Zigbee 2 Alliance consortium developed at the Zigbee network layer [7] . Details on ZigBee architecture, cannot be fitted in this article, so we recommend you to refer on [8] [7] publications. A complete PAN 3 network consists of several cells (clusters) or- 1 Sensor node: Sensor and/or actuator usually attached to a RFD component (Reduced Function Device). 2 The name "ZigBee" is derived from the erratic zigging patterns many bees make between flowers when collecting pollen. This is evocative of the invisible webs of connections existing in a fully wireless environment -wisegeek.com.
3 PAN: Personal Area Network
Figure 1. Star and Cluster-Tree (bunch) network organization
ganized in star or bunch mode. The complete network coordination is assumed by a supervisor (Dedicated Device) and the communication continuity between clusters is assumed either by the coordinators of each cluster or the nodes belonging to both clusters (border node). The detail of this network organization are exposed in [7] [8] [9] .
Our approach is based on a centralized node management for each cluster head (also called coordinator in the Zigbee Alliance terminology [9] [10] ). The network coordinator will have multiple specific functions: -Distribute temporal windows to ensure the deadline transmission of periodic messages.
-Sharing the bandwidth of the CSMA-CA section [10] , between the nodes members of the cell and messages issued from external nodes of the cell for a destination not attached to this cluster. As the bandwidth for external traffic is to be maintained as long as the route is established, a control of admission is necessary to accept or reject requests received to establish a route between a sender and its destination through the network, depending of the available bandwidth.
A concern which must remain present at all stages of this organization relates to the control, or at least the knowledge, of the energy consumption by the mobile nodes [5] . Thus, an optimal routing protocol will have to be developed. The cluster-head will have to provide the necessary parameters to the mobile node to choose the best path fitting either the delay transmission or the energy consumed to send a message, or both. Thus a specific metric including a weighting coefficient, will allow the most appropriate route among several parameters (latency, delay, energy cost). Paragraph 2 proposes a network organization within the sensors network framework for control automation applications. Paragraph 3 proposes a scheduling method based on the messages deadline guarantee, with a scenario as example. Paragraph 4 concludes on the arbitration principle, therefore with adjustment, of the bandwidth allocated to internal and external messages, particularly by considering the average waiting delay with no guaranteed deadline. The conclusion mentions a modification of the standard Zigbee routing protocol AODV 4 , but its development belongs to the overall work of the network concept. the AODV principle is presented in [11] .
We have limited our approach to the 2.4GHz ISM band 5 use, which allows a maximum of 250kb/s rate. A recent publication [12] offers an off-line scheduling analysis, similar to our approach, but differs in the sense that we have focused our concept on treating periodic messages applied to restricted applications: control automation process.
The data part of messages are issued from sensors and are only for traffic between the nodes of the same cell. The message length is bounded to 8 or 16 bytes.
Our scheduling method is a derivative from the WorldFip allocation table method [13] , applied with restrictive limitations due to the 802.15.4 standard, and assumption that we may modify slightly the MAC layer software source, where the GTS allocation slots is done only once, and there is no GTS request.
Our contribution relates to the GTS distribution, therefore the CSMA/CA mechanisms are not explained. The publication [14] details the CAP management.
Network functionalities 2.1 Network organization
By the particularities of the automation process control applications, we retained the hierarchical architecture proposed by the ZigBee Alliance. The cluster management is assumed by the coordinator (cluster head), which is supposed not to be mobile, so that their topological implementation is known. We consider three different types of mobile nodes: -Type 1: Nodes attached to this cluster will be able to obtain a guaranteed message deadline under particular condition. They are primarily data provided by sensors. Their messages are exclusively broadcasted inside the cluster to control a local application. Their production periodicity is known. The scheduling mechanism is explained later in §3.
-Type 2: Nodes attached to this cluster, but not requiring deadline guarantee, will have a minimal guaranteed bandwidth, therefore a known average latency, and managed by the coordinator. Both, nodes may move inside the cluster range, giving the requested flexibility to re-arrange the cell production organization; i.e.: machine tools production.
-Type 3: Mobile nodes moving from cluster to cluster inside the same PAN, are able to send messages to any members of the network. The cluster-head manages an access list of its permanent members and ensures an admission control of the external messages by establishing a negotiation protocol mainly based on latency of the message in transit. Thus, the mobile node will be able to choose its best adapted path to transmit a message to a destination. In a restricted use version of the ZigBee network, we propose in the next paragraph a method of messages transmission control according to the transmission guarantee requested or the acceptable average latency.
According to the fact that the producer/consumer(s) message couple is, either intended to be propagated and consumed inside the same cluster (types 1 and 2), or transmitted through a global network (type 3), via the coordinator node of each cluster to the terminal destination, the scheduling management of local and global messages will be located at two different levels from the network organization.
The architecture, adapted to our application, implies that the network backbone is made of a static part, of which one is mainly composed of the PAN network coordinators, and the other is moving part is mainly composed of sensors/actuators nodes. In regards to the nodes associated with the periodic messages, they can roam inside a cluster. All nodes inside a cluster are supposed to be heard by each other [7] .
Assumptions :
1. Some nodes may belong simultaneously to type 1 and type 2. Thus we will have to distinguish messages with or without guaranteed deadline, both for the destination inside the cluster.
2. Messages length of type 1 mode, mainly issued from sensors, is supposed to be short as well as for others wired automation local networks (CAN, FIP, Profibus,...). For types 2 and 3 nodes, there is no limitation length. In our feasibility automation study, we have made our simulations with a practical constant payload length of 8 or 16 bytes. In a beaconless network (non slotted mode) [15] [8], arbitration access to the media is performed by a classic CSMA-CA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance mechanism) [16] . Immediately after an IFS (Inter Frame Space) named T ack , the destination acknowledges the reception without error. If not, the message will have to be retransmitted. This T ack is facultative.
The superframe is divided in active and passive sections (inactive). In the passive section, the coordinator is in "Sleep" mode. The ratio active/passive section is defined by the SO (Section Order) and BO (Beacon Order) parameters, such as 0 ≤ SO ≤ BO ≤ 14. The non active section is useful when we must take care of the coordinator energy consumption [17] , but will limit the bandwidth of the cluster.
The active section is also divided into 2 periods: CFP 6 and CAP 7 [15] . This section is divided into 16 slots (0 to 15); slot 0 is reserved to the beacon.
We define the management organization of the messages inside a cluster, by acting on parameters of the MAC frame and beacon definition in layer 2 of the OSI model. For messages of type 3, the management is made at layer 3, by the routing protocol. This point is discussed in §4.
One must consider the need, for each coordinator to proceed to a local cluster scheduling concerning messages of type 1. This scheduling will have to ensure the deadline of transmitted periodic messages and optimize the power consumption of the RFD 8 nodes (sensors) [18] [19] [20] .
Scheduling feasibility
Within the scheduling framework, we mostly use the term of task. We will assimilate the concept of task to that of the message by integrating the payload, the header, the control bytes, and if necessary, the acknowledgement (optional with ZigBee).
The goal of this scheduling consists of checking that 6 CFP : Contention Free Period 7 CAP :Contention Access Period 8 RFD: Reduced Function Device . Typically sensors with a reduced stack protocol and limited application the feasibility criteria are gathered in response to a given scenario of messages distribution by respecting each of their deadlines. A task M i (or message) is defined by four parameters M i {C i , T i , D i , J i }: respectively its duration, its periodicity, its deadline or transmission latency and finally the jitter J i corresponding to the moment of the data production by the sensor node and the arrival of the beacon (Fig. 3) .
The duration C i corresponds to the higher bound of an integer slots number, such as: 1 ≤ C i ≤ 15. It includes the transmission time of the initial message and according to whether it is acknowledged or not, increased by a T ack space and an acknowledge frame. D i is referenced to the beacon slot 0. As messages have a length of an entire message (upper bound), C i and D i will be an entire multiple of slots. The jitter is the lapse of time between, the absolute time, where the sensor gets the information, and the beginning of the next beacon. Therefore the jitter J i is an external element of the PAN and cannot be a part of the scheduling. The activation of the sensor can be subsequent compared to the position of the beacon. In any event, to be able to transmit the message, the sensor must be available before the allocated window, whose position is defined in the GTS field of the beacon. As we are in beacon-tracking mode, the simplest way would be to activate the sensor synchronously in order to minimize the jitter and transmit a data with a time of minimal ageing. The jitter is minimized when it is equal or less than the awaking time of the radio transmitter/receiver.
1st feasibility condition:
We specify the development principle of the examination table which supports scheduling in the coordinator node.
The examination table contains the list of all periodic messages identifiers M i {C i , T i , D i , a i } constituted by a control scenario of processes known beforehand.
By considering a periodic traffic flow constituted of p messages of T 1 , T 2 ,. . . , T p periodicities, we will indicate two quantities BI and T M C , respectively: the Beacon Interval time and the macro-cycle period, by analogy to the examination mechanism implemented in a WorldFIP network (micro and macro-cycle.) [21] . The values BI and 
The update of the GTS windows allocation parameters is made periodically before the emission of a new beacon.
The GTS allocation is performed by a specific scheduling method considering the deadline of each message for every Beacon Interval. We used an EDF algorithm to establish a GTS allocation table. In the 802.15.4 standard, a node wishing a GTS send a "GTS-request" in CAP section to the cluster head and waits for a "GTS-confirm" response, then up to 16 consecutive GTS slots are automatically allocated following the beacon after the "GTSconfirm". When the node has sent its message, it sends a "GTS-deallocation" to stop the remaining GTS slot reservation.
In our solution, an allocation table is established offline, also there is no need to make a "GTS-request" . The GTS slot is announced in the beacon.
This functionality diverges of the 802.15.4 as the GTS is only allocated once, instead of 15 consecutive superframe in the standard.
This feasibility condition, imposes a relation between the T i periods, the BI, and for its derivatives parameters defined in the 802.15.4 MAC sublayer. That is :
-number of slots in a superframe = 16, BI = SlotBaseDuration * 2 B0 symbols.
-macSuperf rameOrder, SO, and the superframe duration SD, are related as follows: for 0 ≤ SO ≤ BO ≤ 14, SD = aBaseSuperf rameDuration * 2 SO symbols.
2nd feasibility condition:
The 802.15.4 standard introduces three main limits to be considered in the feasibility analysis:
1. The number of slots of a superframe is limited to (15 +1) including the beacon.
2. There is a maximum of 7 allocations of simultaneous GTS windows in the same superframe, for a nominal cluster capacity of 255 nodes.
3. The 802.15.4 standard defines a minimum CAP section of 440 symbols, that is for a 250 Kb/s, roughly 7 ms. Also in our EDF feasibility study we have introduce a virtual task having a periodicity equals to the BI period, with a capacity and a deadline of 7 ms.
k is the number of messages in one specific Beacon Interval
Messages with identical periods
The case of messages with equal periods raises the difficulty only in the case where the condition 2 cannot be respected.
In that case, it is possible to distribute the periodic load by spreading the messages with identical period on several consecutive superframes, which supposes a synchronization of sensors activation with the beacons.
Punctual non respect of deadlines
The distribution of the periodic messages workload, as explained above, gives a flexibility, which is extremely useful on the distributed placement of the messages within a macro-cycle, when we arrive at a deadlock situation in the GTS windows organization.
As the GTS slots are positioned starting from the end of the Beacon Interval, it may sometimes appear that a message cannot respect its deadline specifically when there are few GTS windows inside a CFP session (Fig. 4) .
As the parameter BI is specified within each beacon, if a punctual missed deadline appears in the following beacon interval, it is then possible to modify the value of the next active beacon interval.
This capacity to redefine the value of BI is an element of the 802.15.4 standard flexibility. But this method requires the reloading of the individual timers of every node of the cluster; this is a sophisticated solution. We will see later that an optimal ratio between the CAP and CFP periods within a macro-cycle is a more suitable solution. 
Feasibility scheduling global test
We have mentioned that the 802.15.4 standard offers flexibility for positioning the GTS windows, like dimensioning other various periods BI, SD, CAP and CF P .
On the basis of a given scenario and by observing the two conditions expressed in §3.1, we can establish in a dichotomist way (or with an adapted program) an aid for periodic messages placement.
Before starting such a step, it is appropriate to elaborate a global feasibility scheduling test, to ensure that all the deadlines on the whole macro-cycle are guaranteed.
If p represents the whole of the periodic messages having to be emitted within a macro-cycle T M C , with an interval BI between beacons, the number of beacons inside a macro-cycle is equal to (Equ. 4):
The situation in the worst case of the periodic traffic will be met when the temporal space will be completely occupied by the transmission of the periodic messages; i.e. when the CFP period will be equal to BI and does not include any CAP section. More precisely, no traffic with contention or node activity will be possible.
The total time available in a Beacon Interval BI is equivalent to 15 slots out of the 16 of the interval. The total time for the transmission T e max in a macro-cycle is thus equal to (Equ. 7):
Thus the global condition of feasibility of the scheduled periodic traffic is expressed by (Equ. 6):
Deadline adjustment parameter
BI and T M C are forced by relation [Equ. 2 (cond.1)]. In the previous relations the deadline is not taken in consideration. The value of δ characterizes the margin to assure the deadline objective. Also, if inside Beacon Interval one or more messages do not verify the deadline, one solution is to temporarily reduce the BI value, but we have seen in ( §3.4) that this possibility is not suitable for more than one message. The second solution consists in reducing the Duty Cycle DC = 2 SO /2 BO (Fig. 2) ; this leads to open the CFP period previously in the BI, but with the consequence of reducing the CAP period. In this last solution, DC is supposed to be fixed for the complete macro-cycle.
An other simple solution is to place a stuffing message just after the message which does not respect its deadline. This method has the same effect that the previous solution and presents the advantage when one does not wish to modify the Beacon Interval parameters, but reduces temporarily the CAP section.
The different methods are illustrated in the following section.
Results
The scheduling feasibility is being made off-line. We have built a series of programs from the relations [Equ.1] to [Equ.6]. To limit the diversity of the possible situations, we have considered practical cases. Within the framework of sensors data exchange, the size of the data is limited; we took into account only two maximum messages sizes, for the CFP section: useful 8 and 16 bytes. The other messages are transmitted in the CAP section.
An energy consumption study has been published [14] . Nevertheless we can intuitively understand that the energy consumption is minimized when the message length is equivalent to a multiple of a slot time. The messages duration being respectively T 8 = 0, 832 ms and T 16 = 1, 088 ms, for useful data of 8 and 16 bytes. Therefore, possible slots time are {2T, 1T, 1/2T, 1/4T }.
We have started from a diversity of scenarios and have checked the feasibility of periodic tasks scheduling; i.e. to find the range of DC for which the deadlines are guaranteed. We have considered the time position of the end of the message (or the start point of the following message, or the end of CFP section when this message is the last to be sent). An example of scenario on 5 periodic messages of 8 or 16 bytes size with different periodicity illustrates the scheduling methodology [ Table. 1]. The periodicity and deadlines are expressed in milliseconds. Table 1 . Five messages of length 1 ms with their deadline and periodicity with DC = 0, 2 for 8 bytes messages and with DC = 0, 3 for 16 bytes messages (x-axis). These feasibility thresholds (computed from conditions 1 and 2), represent the minimum value of the micro-cycle and macro-cycle, to ensure the positioning of the GTS slots within all the CFP section included in a macro-cycle.
The y-axis value represents the number of slots allocated to the CAP period inside a macro-cycle (T M C ). The temporal positioning of the GTS windows is given for each Beacon Interval; within what we call a micro-cycle. If N m is the number of BI inside a macro-cycle [Equ. 4], we can deduce the average value of the CAP period. This value is an essential element to determine the available bandwidth of the CSMA-CA communication, and therefore, the average latency of the messages transmitted or received in the section with contention, as well for the local data of the cluster and for the data in transit from cluster to cluster.
If we introduce the deadline now, a new set of programs scanning DC values missed deadlines appears.The first scheduling computation results consider the worstcase solution where all messages are activated in the same BI. The feasibility test for a given DC gives until 3 different messages missing their deadline. The solution to reduce this DC is to enlarge the CF P section. Another solution consists to spread the messages activation (if possible in the process)within the macro-cycle. These results are shown in Fig. 6 where an arbitration table of messages temporal positioning in the y-axis, with the slots position in a Beacon Interval. The slot 0 is the beacon.
In the x-axis, we have the messages periodicity distribution in the macro-cycle. We have developed others sets of programs to sort, missed deadlines message for a given DC ratio. Figure 7 presents the unique message N b5 on slot 11 missing its deadline.
We explained that there were 2 ways to solve the problem of the missing deadline. The first one is to insert a stuffing message after the missed message, without modifying the Duty Cycle DC, the second one consists to find the most appropriate DC (i.e. with the largest CAP section) where all the deadline are guaranteed. 
Conclusion and work in progress
This paper has detailed a scheduling mechanism to place the messages to be sent inside the same cluster with deadlines transmission constraints. When their periodicity and deadline are known, a table is built to allow the coordinator to distribute the necessary GTS in the CFP section. The GTS time position and the concerned node are mentioned in every beacon. An EDF algorithm is performed off-line to ensure the respect of all the deadlines, in the beacon interval.
This subject is a part of an overall work, and does not concern the other messages (periodic without deadline guarantee and sporadic).We have extended our approach for the other messages, in order to manage the collision section (CAP) in terms of latency and consumption.
A recent work has established a method to compute T α as the average waiting transmission delay in the CAP section [14] .
Where T m is the message length, R is the average number of back-off in a network with n nodes, T CCA is the clear channel access period and x is a function of parameters R and back-off period. Schartz [22] proposed an efficient iterative algorithm that we have implemented, in our simulation, to obtain the x value.
We have developed canonical relations to establish the different costs of energy consumption in function of the different states of a radio transmitter (tracking mode, transmitting or receiving in CAP and CFP section, etc). Theses costs, associated with the average waiting delay allow a sensor node to manage its own local battery life time. A different method published by Gang Lu & al [23] gave similar results with a NS2 simulation.
Moreover, the cluster head knows the average CAP section within a macro-cycle. Then, it is able to reserve a bandwidth for the local messages (type 2). On a negotiated session, when receiving a request to establish a route (for type 3 messages), it can either reject the request or propose a latency delay for this route. If the proposed route is confirmed, the cluster head is charged to maintain this latency as long as the route is valid. We are currently evaluating a modification of the current AODV routing protocol in introducing a multi routes choice among different parameters: latency, energy, distance or a mixed balance of these parameters. AODV is the standard routing protocol implemented in a Zigbee infrastructure. This method is simple to implement, but not optimal, in the sense that the retained route is only based on a minimum "instantaneous" propagation delay from the source and the destination. Therefore, this delay is not guaranteed during the route validity and may deeply increase, due to the saturation of one or more cluster-head. Also, the energy consumption is not considering.
Our solution is based on the AODV principle, but is taking into account multi routes possibilities between a minimum and a maximum propagation delay, including an energy consideration. We are proposing a multicriteria metrics based on energy and propagation delay to class the different possibles routes. A simulator has been developped under Matlab.
The figure 9 shows the simulation results of a routing algorithm between two mobile nodes. The network is a square of 300 x 300 m size. Mobile 1 is attached to the cluster 3, and mobile 2 is attached to cluster 19. The figure 9-a represents the mesh with all the possible routes between these 2 mobiles. The figure 9-b, displays the 2 most efficient routes considering only the energy parameters (the bolded line is the first route, the other line is the second order choice). Also, if the first route fails for any reason, it is more suitable to take the second route than to perform a new routing request. A mixed balanced metric has been used , and performs a weighting between delay or energy saving. All these concepts are to be published shortly.
